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Abstract
A method of comparing and identifying two patterns is proposed based on the accidental coincidence
probability of the patterns' features. The probability
is calculated under the assumption that there is no correlation between the patterns. This approach makes it
possible to overcome the difficult problem of estimating
the probabilities of features missing and spurious features occurring. Applying this method to fingerprint
identification, we show that it can be used to control
the probability of imposter acceptance. Therefore, this
method is suitable for security applications.
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Introduction

In this paper, we propose a method of identify two
patterns to be identical. This method employs the accidental coincidence probability of the patterns' features. The probability is calculated under the assumption that the patterns have no correlation.
If we start from the hypothesis that two patterns
are the same, there are some problems to overcome.
Under this hypothesis, the similarity is estimated from
the observed probability distribution of the features.
The probability distribution of the individual features
should be known in advance. If there are missing features or there are spurious features, there will be no
one-to-one correspondence between the two sets of features. In such a case, it is necessary but difficult, in
general, to estimate the probabilities that some features are missing and that spurious features have appeared. The proposed method makes it possible to
overcome this difficulty in estimating such probabilities.
Here, we apply the method to fingerprint identification. We show that our proposed criterion enables
the identification of two fingerprints with the required
false match rate.
A fingerprint is a pattern of ridges and valleys on
a fingertip. It can be used for personal identification because of the pattern's uniqueness and invariance. Recently, fingerprint identification technologies
have found broad application not only in criminal investigation, but also in fields such as e-commerce, network access, and security checkpoints. A fingerprint
can be identified by comparing its minutiae, which include ridge endings and bifurcations[l, 21. In this paper, the methods of comparing and identifying two fingerprints are discussed under the assumption that the
candidates for the corresponding minutiae have already
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been detected. Many kinds of features are associated
with minutiae, such as the direction or curvature of
contacting or adjoining ridges, the number of ridges
between minutiae, and so on. In the following discussion, for simplicity we only consider the positions of
the minutiae.
Pankanti, et a1.[3] addressed the boundaries of
minutia-based fingerprint identification. It is impossible to completely avoid imposter acceptance, in which
a fingerprint from a different finger is determined to
be identical. A fingerprint is recognized as identical
if a given measure, like similarity, is greater than a
threshold. The threshold should be set so that the
false match rate is lower than the required level. In
the general approach to fingerprint identification, however, there is no theoretical relationship between the
criterion and the imposter acceptance rate. Therefore,
it is necessary to determine the threshold experimentally. The probability that some imposter fingers are
accepted may be larger than the required level, even
if, on average, the imposter acceptance probability is
sufficiently small. Because our proposed method uses
the probability that fingerprints with no correlation
are accidentally matched, there is a strong relationship
between the measure we use and the imposter acceptance rate. Therefore, it is possible to evaluate the false
match rate theoretically, rather than experimentally.
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Difficulties in Fingerprint Identification

Because of finger deformation, the positions of minutiae change whenever fingerprints are acquired with a
live scanner or similar device. They may also change
during the process of feature extraction. Thus, there
will be position gaps between corresponding minutiae
if two fingerprints overlap. These positional errors between corresponding minutiae are distributed as a normal distribution with a mean of 0. Figure 1 shows
P ( X ) : the distribution of the positional differences in
corresponding minutiae extracted from mated fingerprints in the NIST14 database (500 dpi)[6]. The graph
shows that P ( X ) (the solid line) is similar t o a normal
distribution with a mean of 0 and standard deviation
of 8.2 (the dashed line).
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Figure 1: Distribution of positional differences in minutiae (measured in units of pixels, where the resolution
is 500 dpi)
Consider the case of determining that fingerprint A
and fingerprint B are the same. Suppose M pairs of
corresponding minutiae are found, and the differences
in their positions are ei(i = 1 ... M ) . The event X
represents such a state. The probability that event
X occurs in comparing the same finger is denoted as
P ( X I A = B ) . If the differences for each pair are independent, P ( X I A = B ) can be represented by

Based on the Bayesian theorem, the posterior probability that A = B when X occurs can be represented
by

where P ( A = B ) is the probability that fingerprints A
and B originate from the same finger. Suppose that
there is no distinction between the occurrences of each
finger. Then, P ( A = B ) is equal for each finger. Suppose as well that each event X occurs with the same
probability. Then, P ( X ) is the same for each event
;Y. Therefore, as P ( X I A = B ) becomes higher, so
does P ( A = BIX), which is the probability that fingerprints A and B come from the same finger when
event X occurs. As a result, it is possible t o conclude
that fingerprints A and B are the same if P ( X I A = B )
is high.
Poor-quality fingerprint images and incorrect ridge
structures detected during the process of feature extraction may cause some minutiae t o be missing or spurious minutia t o be detected. Because of these possibilities, there are, in general, no one-to-one correspondences between two sets of minutiae. In these cases,
it is necessary t o estimate the probabilities that some
minutiae have disappeared and that spurious minutiae
have appeared. These probabilities depend on the feature extraction process. Moreover, it is difficult to determine that for a minutia that does not c o r r e s ~ o n d
with any other minutia, the corresponding minutia is
missing or spurious. Ignoring these probabilities, in
Equation 1 the calculated value obviously decreases as
the number of corresponding minutiae increases. This
is not a desirable behavior for determining similarity.

Accidental Coincidence Probability

As mentioned in section 2, it is difficult t o calculate the probability that some minutiae are missing or
that spurious minutiae have appeared. To overcome
this difficulty, the methods of identifying fingerprints
were proposed in previous works[4, 51. These methods
employ the accidental coincidence probability. In this
paper, we propose a modified method to control the
imposter acceptance rate. The same equation we use
here was derived by Pankanti, et al. from the viewpoint
of the individuality of fingerprints[3].
Our proposed method starts from the hypothesis
that two fingerprints originate from different fingers.
T h e accidental coincidence probability is thus calculated under the assumption that the fingerprints have
no correlation. If this probability is small enough, the
hypothesis is rejected, and we conclude that the two
fingerprints come from the same finger.
The accidental coincidence probability is calculated
as follows. Let C be a sub-region of fingerprint A,
which is common with that of another fingerprint B.
Let S be the area of region C. We assume that fingerprints A and B are reasonably aligned. Fingerprint
A contains Nl minutiae in region C and fingerprint B
contains N2 minutiae in region C. Suppose there are
M corresponding minutia pairs between of the two fingerprints. Minutiae a, of fingerprint A and b, of fingerprint B are considered a corresponding minutia pair if
and only if the positional difference between ai and bj
is smaller than a threshold E. Given that fingerprints
A and B have no correlation, we assume that the N1
minutiae of fingerprint A are randomly distributed in
region C (as shown in Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Randomly distributed minutiae
Let ql be the probability that a randomly distributed minutia of fingerprint A corresponds with one
of the N2 minutiae of fingerprint B. ql is represented
by
m . .rrE2
91 = (3)
s
.
Suppose that (i - 1 ) minutiae of fingerprint A are arranged a t random in region C and all of them correspond with minutiae of fingerprint B. The area of the
region in which they are not distributed is (S-(2-l)T),

so the number of minutiae of fingerprint B that do not
correspond with any randomly distributed minutiae in
region C is (N2 - (i - 1)). After the (i - 1) minutiae are
distributed, we randomly place an i-th minutia in the
region. Let q, be the probability that the i-th minutia
corresponds to one of the (N2 - (i - 1)) minutiae. qi is
represented by

"=

(m - i ) . rE2
S-(i-l).nEZ

(2

= 1 . . .M ) .

(4)

As the number of corresponding minutia pairs is M ,
the (M + 1)-th minutia does not correspond to any
minutiae of fingerprint B. Let TI be the probability that
the ( M 1)-th randomly distributed minutia does not
correspond to any minutia of fingerprint B. TI is given
by

+
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Experimental Results

In this section, we present our experimental results,
demonstrating that the proposed method controls the
imposter acceptance rate. Figure 3 shows the distribution function of the accidental coincidence probability for imposter fingerprint pairs. The minutiae
were extracted from fingerprint images in the NIST 14
database. The images were cut to 300 x 300 pixels.
The solid line in Figure 3 shows the distribution function of Q, the measure used in the proposed method.
The dashed line shows that the value of the distribution
function is equal to our measure. Because Q is defined
as the accidental coincidence probability, it represents
the probability of a false match. Thus, the threshold
for sufficiently small Q can be determined based on the
security level required for the application.

0.1

assuming that the minutiae of fingerprint B are sparse
and the tolerance area of a minutia does not overlap
that of another minutia. Let ri be the probability that
the ( M 2)-th minutia is randomly distributed somewhere in the rest of region C and does not correspond
to any minutia of fingerprint B. In the same way, ri is
given by

+

Q M is the probability that Nl minutiae are randomly
distributed in region C and M minutiae correspond to
minutiae of fingerprint B. The number of cases in which
M corresponding minutiae can be selected from the
Nl minutiae of fingerprint A is represented as N , C M .
Thus, QM is given by
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Figure 3: Distribution function of the proposed measure for imposter fingerprint pairs
Figure 4 shows the distribution functions of the proposed measure for fingerprints containing few (10
40) minutiae (solid line) and many (40
80) minutiae (dashed line). The figure shows that the distribution function of the measure is not related to the
number of minutiae. If the threshold for identification is set experimentally, each fingerprint may have
various imposter acceptance rates. For example, consider a system that recognizes fingerprints based on
the number of corresponding minutiae. A fingerprint
containing many minutiae may be matched more often
with an imposter fingerprint than one containing few
minutiae. The security level may be lower than the required level for some fingerprints, even if the required
level is achieved on average. Because the measure Q
in the proposed method is the probability of accidental coincidence, and it gives the distribution function,
all fingerprints should have the same security level for
false matches.
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assuming that the minutiae of fingerprint A are sparse,
and that the probability that two randomly distributed
minutiae correspond to the same minutia of fingerprint
B is small enough t o be ignored. Q is the probability
that more than M minutiae correspond with the N2
minutiae of fingerprint B, assuming that the Nl minutiae of fingerprint A are randomly distributed in region
C. Q is given by

If Q is small enough, the hypothesis that fingerprint
A and fingerprint B have no correlation is rejected.
Therefore, we can conclude that fingerprints A and B
originate from the same finger.
As mentioned above, this method estimates the effects of missing and spurious minutiae by considering corresponding minutiae to be distributed randomly.
Therefore, with this method we can avoid calculating
the probability that minutiae are missing or that spurious minutiae have appeared.
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can be used t o control the imposter acceptance rate
theoretically, it is suitable for security applications.
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Figure 4: Distribution functions of the proposed measure for the cases of few and many minutiae
Figure 5 shows the distribution function of the proposed measure when applied t o 1000 genuine fingerprint pairs from the NIST 14 database. The images
were again cut to 300 x 300 pixels. The positions of
the fingerprints were reasonably aligned, and their deformations were corrected to make them overlap with
their corresponding fingerprints. Comparing Figure 3
and Figure 5 demonstrates that the range of the proposed measure for the genuine fingerprints and that for
the imposter fingerprints have little overlap. Therefore,
this measure can enable us to determine whether a fingerprint pair under comparison is genuine or not.
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Figure 5: Distribution function of the proposed measure for genuine fingerprint pairs
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Conclusion

We have proposed a method of identifying two patterns as identical, which makes it possible t o avoid the
difficult problem of estimating the probabilities of features missing and spurious features occurring. This
method also controls the imposter acceptance rate. It
employs the probability that two patterns7 features
coincide accidentally under the assumption that they
have no correlation. Experimental results using actual
fingerprints showed that the proposed method makes it
possible t o estimate the imposter acceptance rate theoretically. If the security level is estimated experimentally, it may not be satisfied for some fingerprints, even
if the level is achieved on average. Because this method
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